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ABSTRACT: The nearest-neighbor algorithm (N−N) for single
particle tracking (SPT) is widely employed for studying the
deformation and mechanics of soft materials, or to detect flow in
microfluidic systems. However, this algorithm may not perform well
under certain conditions of oscillatory or directed motion of the
studied tracers. Here, a method is presented with the goal of
improving the performance of NN-SPT algorithms when studying
directed and oscillatory motions. Specifically, the approach applies a
change-of-basis matrix to the detected particles positions, prior to
the calculations made by the NN-SPT algorithm. The presented
results demonstrate the superior tracking efficiency when analyzing these systems, manifested via lower tracking mismatches and less
spurious results than the original N−N algorithm.

■ INTRODUCTION
Particle tracking algorithms are fundamental for obtaining
specific quantitative data collected from imaging the motion of
objects in a system of study. Still, some features in particle
tracking remain an unsolved problem in the computer vision
field. Specifically, available algorithms may not perform well
when tracking a swarm of particles above a given particle
concentration and, moreover, their performance will deterio-
rate when the tracked particles undergo markedly non-
Brownian motion. Parameters such as light intensity, signal-
to-noise ratio, and resolution are examples of variable input
from video acquisition, which determine the accuracy of
particle detection algorithms. In practice, monitoring a system
using a camera, or detector, is stored as a video, which is
comprised of a finite number of frames. In the final acquired
imaging, there is a sensible tradeoff between the image quality
and the total number of frames acquired during the
observation time. For example, when a swarm of particles is
present in the field of view, low-speed image acquisition can
become detrimental to the accuracy of the particle tracking
algorithm.

Multiple-object tracking algorithms usually consist of two
subroutines: particle detection and particle tracking. The first
subroutine is used to locate the particles in each frame of the
analyzed video. Then, the tracking routine assigns an “identity”
to the detected particles located in consecutive frames, usually
following a criteria of proximity, to create the particle
trajectories. Several methods have been proposed to address
the challenges of various experimental conditions. These
developments have been reviewed, discussing different
approaches and abilities to overcome present issues in particle
tracking (see, for example, refs 1−4).

Nearest-neighbor methods are commonly employed in
particle tracking calculation routines, where possibly the
most commonly employed algorithm is the code released by
Crocker and Grier.5 This method is characterized by an
interactive parameter, the search radius (rd), used to
reconstruct a particle trajectory by using a threshold of radial
distance when analyzing two detected particles between
subsequent images. However, a high value of rd can generate
artificial jumps in the calculated particle trajectory, while a low
rd value can end up cutting a single particle trajectory into
many different trajectories, recognized as many particles
entering and leaving the analyzed field of view over time.
Both high and low values of rd create undesired artifacts that
prevent the algorithm output from properly characterizing the
real nature of the particles’ motion, thereby affecting further
post-analyses based on the trajectories, such as the mean
square displacement (MSD) or other video-based micro-
rheology techniques.6−8

The operative window at which the collected data can be
effectively processed by the tracking algorithm narrows when
tracking objects with directed or oscillatory motion in three
dimensions (3D), using a confocal microscope. Confocal laser-
scanning microscopy (CLSM) is widely used for particle
tracking in two dimensions (2D) and 3D,9,10 where the 3D
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images are produced by a stack of 2D images collected at
various focal planes and reconstructed into a 3D image. Since
this technique is slow, because of stack acquisition, when
compared to the speed of the analyzed event, resonant
scanning confocal laser-scanning microscopy (RS-CLSM) was
developed to improve the speed of acquisition for the imaging
of living or nonstatic samples. However, particle tracking
experiments still encounter the limits of measurement speed
for 3D scanning of thick samples (>50 μm) or 2D analysis of
high tracers density or with tracers undergoing a directed
motion. For 3D-imaging objects presenting a directed or
oscillatory motion within a thick sample, the data processed by
the algorithm may not correspond with the minimum image
quality required to accurately find and locate a swarm of
particles, or the minimum frame-rate required to keep a track
on the particle’s motion over time. Moreover, the output of a
particle-tracking algorithm analyzing particles undergoing non-
Brownian motion can be biased if not treated carefully, e.g.,
because of the selection of a a high rd value such that it
matches the requisites for a low frame rate and anisotropic
motion.

Variations of a nearest-neighbor algorithm can be found in
the literature, including modified features adapted to work
under conditions in which the original algorithm can fail to
track a single or multiple objects correctly, e.g., to study single-
molecule trajectories.11 In addition, computational strategies
have been proposed and employed for solving problems of
particle tracking in complex systems, using an adaptive particle
search, based in the local particle density.12 More complex
algorithms were also developed, with a search radius
accounting for the local particle density, as well as a motion-
based search radius.13 However, a major challenge still
remains, namely the computational requirement and the
accuracy of particle tracking algorithms analyzing anisotropic
motion. In particular, this challenge is relevant for experiments
that apply external forces on the material in which the particles
are embedded or on the particles themselves, such as rheo-
confocal techniques and active microrheology, respectively.
Also, an applied subfield of particle-tracking�single-virus
tracking�can present issues in the particle linking algorithm
due to the observed anisotropic motion, where a near-neighbor
algorithm is unsuitable for completing the task and a multiple-
hypothesis tracking can demand large computational resour-
ces.14

Herein, we propose a simple, tailor-made strategy to track a
swarm of particles that undergo anisotropic motion. The
method is based on using a near-neighbor particle tracking
algorithm and manipulating the coordinate system at which the
tracking algorithm operates. Specifically, we aim to resolve
issues that often emerge while tracking tracer particles that are
under external forces. Therefore, we also assess which
transformation matrices are optimal for particular, simple
types of particle motion, where the tracked tracers exhibit an
oscillatory or directed motion. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is evaluated quantitatively by using a
dataset of simulated particle trajectories, the ground truth
(GT), which is then compared against the output from our
modified algorithm and the unmodified, standard near-
neighbor tracking routine.

■ METHODS
Particle Tracking via Spatial Manipulations. The original

near-neighbor, single-particle tracking algorithm consists of two main

subroutines, namely, the particle detection and the particle tracking.
Once the particle-detection algorithm completes the detection of
particle positions for each frame, the tracking algorithm runs over the
list of detected particles, constructing the particle trajectories using, in
this case, a near-neighbor method. Therein, two detected particle
positions located in consecutive frames, ti and ti+1, are identified as the
same entity, if their distance matches with the proximity criteria. The
proximity criteria is the search radius (rd), where this threshold is used
to assign all possible combinations of nearby objects that satisfy the
proximity condition, thereafter assigning the minimal distance for all
particles. As illustrated in Figure 1, the selected value of rd is
dependent on the density of particles in the system, or interparticle
spacing (a) and the typical displacement of a particle between frames
(δ). Therefore, the optimal search radius value would fall in the range
of δ < rd < a/2.5 Moreover, the illustration in Figure 1 shows a case in
which the particles exhibit a drift, as a result of which the required

Figure 1. Illustration of an anisotropic motion. Here, the monitored
particles are dominated by a horizontal, deterministic, motion when
analyzing two subsequent frames, t1 and t2, respectively. Therefore,
the criteria for assigning a search radius value, below the interparticle
distance, cannot be satisfied.

Figure 2. Illustration of the particle motion types addressed by the
modified particle tracking: (a) linear directed and (2) linear
harmonic; (c) angular directed and (d) angular harmonic.
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value of rd cannot satisfy the optimal range condition, leading to
mismatches and spurious results of the trajectories of the real
particles.

The solution developed herein, for resolving the above-mentioned
lower and upper contraints of the search radius, rd, during 2D tracking
is based, simply, on altering the canonical time-spatial coordinate basis
({1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}), B, by using an alternate base (B′) to
run the near-neighbor tracking algorithm. Consequently, this affects
the entire list of detected coordinate tracers in each frame (xi, yi, ti) for
a detected particle i, 1 ≤ i ≤ I, where I represents the total number of
detected particles. The transformation matrix TB′, generally expressed
for 2D analyses as ({a1, a2, a3}, {b1, b2, b3}, {c1, c2, c3}), will take
specific values depending on the type of motion undergone by the
analyzed particles, see Figure 2. Once the tracking analysis is
complete, each position vector can be expressed back in terms of the
previous coordinate basis, if necessary. Specific examples for the
change of basis will be described in details in the following sections.
Adapting TB′ To Address a Particular Motion. For particles

undergoing a stochastic thermal-driven motion and, in addition, a
deterministic term (ux), which represents a particle’s drift toward the
positive values of the x-axis, the employed base transformation
assumes the following form:
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Experimentally, this type of motion can be observed when multiple
particles are contained within a flowfield and, therefore, the tracers are
advected as the whole media is in motion. Another example can be
the application of external field that exerts a force on the particles
themselves, directing them in an identical direction. In both cases, the
suggested, modified algorithm would provide a solution for potential
tracking issues. In the case where the particle motion exhibits an
oscillatory term due to, e.g., an optical trap or an elastic response of
the media, and assuming the harmonic term to occur along the x-axis,
the proposed transformation for solution of this particle tracking
problem would be a scaling matrix,
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where Sx is a scalar, an interactive input that intends to have an
assigned value of Sx > 1, in order apply a “compressive”
transformation of the axis along which the harmonic motion occurs.

The solution for tracers undergoing an angular motion can resolve
issues in particle tracking during experiments using confocal
rheoscopy techniques, where a custom-modified rheometer is
mounted on a confocal microscope, enabling analysis of the
microstructure of a soft material under shear.15,16 In addition, the
motion of tracers embedded in the soft material can be analyzed.17−20

Figure 3. Tracking performance of the base-modified near-neighbor
(panel (c)) versus the unmodified algorithm (panel (d)), when
tracking particles moving with both a stochastic and a deterministic
component (linear displacement). (a) The employed parameters for
running the particles trajectories and the employed base transform.
(b) The simulated trajectories in the canonical base. Panels (c) and
(d) show the correctness, mismatches, and spurious results obtained
by the base-modified and the unmodified algorithm, respectively,
when varying the search radius (rd).

Figure 4. Tracking performance of the base-modified near-neighbor
(panel (c)) versus the unmodified algorithm (panel (d)), when
tracking particles moving by a stochastic and a deterministic constant-
velocity angular component. (a) The employed parameters for
running the particles trajectories and the employed base transform.
(b) The simulated trajectories in the canonical base. Panels (c) and
(d) show the correctness, mismatches, and spurious results obtained
by the base-modified and the unmodified algorithm, respectively,
when varying the search radius (rd).
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Therefore, we propose two transformations, depending on the
operating mode of the rheometer: using a constant angular velocity
or performing a frequency sweep. Both solutions have a transformed
base coordinate of the type (ri, riθ, ti),
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in which the estimated value is the constant angular velocity ( )t
.

The value ri is the Euclidian distance calculated by the corresponding
values of yi and xi, and
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for a frequency sweep type of motion we have the interactive
parameter Srθ > 1, which “compresses” the arc axis of the transformed
space.
Tracking Performance and Efficiency. To analyze the tracking

algorithm’s performance, we use three qualitative categories when
comparing the algorithm outcome against the ground-truth (GT)
trajectories: correctness, mismatches, and spurious links. Specifically,
these categories are used to evaluate each analyzed particle’s GT
trajectory against the output of the algorithm when tracking a swarm
of particles, e.g., a 100% correct tracking would mean that the
algorithm assigned the detected positions as a set of particle
trajectories that are the same as the GT. The term “mismatch” is
used to evaluate whether two detected positions, corresponding to

two consecutive frames of a single GT trajectory, are not assigned as
the same trajectory by the algorithm, since these positions are now
erroneously recognized as two different particle identities. Finally, we
consider the spurious track as a subcategory of mismatch, indicating
that, when a mismatch is detected, the consecutive frame is also
connected to a particle position that does not belong to the same GT
particle identity. Therefore, a high rate of mismatches with no
spurious cases will indicate that a GT trajectory is split into many
artificial and smaller trajectories, and eventually into no trajectories if
the mismatch is 100% and no spurious cases are indicated. For each
analyzed case the results for tracking multiple particles are shown as
the base-modified near-neighbor versus the unmodified algorithm
(Crocker and Grier).5 The three analyzed categories�correctness,
mismatching, and spurious links�are shown for each algorithm as
violin plots.21,22

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tracking Directed Motion. In our simulated datasets,

tracking performance was observed to increase with the base-
modified method for swarms of particles undergoing stochastic
and directed motion, compared with the unmodified algorithm
(see Figures 3 and 4).

In a realistic scenario, the user would need to select the
translation parameter of the translation matrix, e.g., ux for the
case of linear displacement. Here, the best estimate value

Figure 5. Tracking performance of (a) the base-modified near-
neighbor versus (b) the unmodified algorithm, when tracking particles
moving with both a stochastic and a deterministic component (linear
displacement). Panels (a) and (b) show the correctness, mismatches,
and spurious results obtained by the base-modified and the
unmodified algorithm, respectively, when varying the drift velocity
(ux).

Figure 6. Tracking performance of the base-modified near-neighbor
(panel (c)) versus the unmodified algorithm (panel (d)) when
tracking particles moving by a stochastic and a simple harmonic
component. (a) The employed parameters for running the particles
trajectories and the employed base transform. (b) The simulated
trajectories in the canonical base. Panels (c) and (d) show the
correctness, mismatches, and spurious results obtained by the base-
modified and the unmodified algorithm, respectively, when varying
the search radius (rd).
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would match with the deterministic term of the particle
swarm’s motion, offering the best performance. Still, a slight
overestimation or underestimation of the translation parameter
would present higher tracking accuracy than the unmodified
algorithm. However, a considerable overshoot of the selected
parameter would play to the detriment of the tracking
algorithm, decreasing its efficiency compared to the
unmodified algorithm. For example, a 200% drift term, ux, in
the transformation matrix Tb′ would correspond with a
scenario where the modified algorithm would conclude that
the original system is moving in the opposite direction, in
which case both algorithms would exhibit no difference in the
tracking accuracy.

The improvement in the algorithm arises from the fact that
the closer the selected parameter ux is to the particle swarm’s
deterministic term, the more the optimal cutoff for selecting rd
approaches σWt < rd < a/2. Here, Wt is a normal distributed
random variable with zero mean and unit variance.

To further study the efficiency of this method under
scenarios of anisotropic motion, the method is evaluated by
varying the drift velocity (ux) of linear-directed particle
motions, see Figure 5. Here, the same initial parameters are
simulated as presented in Figure 3, in this case, varying (ux).

The results show the base-modified method to present a
high particle-tracking efficiency for the studied scenarios. The
simple N−N method works correctly for relative low (ux)
values; however, its tracking efficiency abruptly decreases for
drift values above 4. Tracking mismatches and spurious results
can further lead to an erroneous characterization of the nature
of the observed particle motion. To observe the errors that
tracking mismatches can lead to in more detail, see Figures S.1
and S.2 in the Supporting Information.
Tracking Harmonic Motion. The simulated trajectories

containing harmonic motion were also analyzed by both
algorithms. The tracking performance was also observed to
increase with the proposed method, compared with the
standard N−N algorithm (see Figures 6 and 7). However,
the transformation matrices accounting for translation,
employed to track drifting particles, were found to be more
accurate than scaling matrices, employed to track particles
undergoing harmonic motion. The difference lies in the fact
that the optimal cutoff parameters for tracking using
translation matrices is σWt < rd < a/2, for the type of motion
we analyzed. However, the scaling matrices are still dependent
on the amplitude term of the harmonic motion, (σxWt + A) <
rd < ax/2 and (σθWt + rt cos(θt)A) < rd < arθ/2, for the simple
harmonic and angular harmonic motion, respectively.

Figure 7. Tracking performance of the base-modified near-neighbor
(panel (c)) versus the unmodified algorithm (panel (d)) when
tracking particles moving by a stochastic and oscillatory angular
component. (a) The employed parameters for running the particles
trajectories and the employed base transform. (b) The simulated
trajectories in the canonical base. Panels (c) and (d) show the
correctness, mismatches, and spurious results obtained by the base-
modified and the unmodified algorithm, respectively, when varying
the search radius (rd).

Figure 8. Tracking performance of the base-modified near-neighbor
(panel (c)) versus the unmodified algorithm (panel (d)) when
tracking particles moving by a stochastic and a linearly directed
motion in 3D. (a) The employed parameters for running the particles
trajectories and the employed base transform. (b) The simulated
trajectories in the canonical base. Panels (c) and (d) show the
correctness, mismatches, and spurious results obtained by employing
the base modified and the unmodified algorithm, respectively, when
varying the search radius (rd).
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A space-transformed particle tracking routine can enhance
the tracking output, when employed properly with a
transformation matrix that addresses the anisotropic motion
present in the analyzed system. This prevents the generation of
spurious data, since, in practice, a high rate of tracking
mismatches with no spurious cases represents an easy scenario
for a user to recognize issues in the output, e.g., by noticing the
presence of many short trajectories when compared to the
amount of particles present in the FOV during the acquisition,
or even when no trajectories at all are generated. Under such
obvious conditions of data misinterpretation, the user will
probably rerun the code using a higher rd threshold value.

However, a high rate of spurious cases would require a
more-detailed analysis by the user, since it will not necessarily
indicate a suspicious number of trajectories in the output. In
fact, a 100% spurious tracking would generate the same
amount of trajectories as listed in the GT. To recognize this
type of error, the end user would also need to analyze the
generated trajectories, looking for spurious linking.
Potential Applications in 3D Video: Tracking Trans-

port of Particles. The proposed method may be interesting
for solving problems in particle tracking experiments that
require 3D resolution of trajectories while, in addition, the
monitored system undergoes an abrupt variation of particle
positions due to compaction or transport (e.g., a flow field).
Particularly, particle tracking in this type of experiment can be
limited by the imaging acquisition speed, for example when
employing 3D imaging made of Z-stacks of 80−200 μm width
by using confocal microscopy. For this case, the imaging speed
may force the required rd to be a value that does not satisfy the
rd < a/2 condition. Here, the proposed method was evaluated
against the unmodified algorithm (standard Crocker and
Grier),5 as shown in Figure 8, using an equal initial
interparticle distance for the axis, ax = ay = 10, and az = 50.
As was shown for the 2D case, these results also demonstrated
the translation base-modified N−N algorithm to have higher
accuracy when tracking particles undergoing this type of
motion.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Herein, we presented a simple strategy for tracking swarms of
particles moving with both deterministic and stochastic
components, by using a N−N tracking algorithm and
transforming the space in which the particles are monitored
and detected. The performance analysis of the proposed
algorithm revealed an enhanced accuracy when compared to
the standard N−N algorithm.

Employing an algorithm that properly addresses the tracking
issues of particles undergoing Brownian motion and external
forces enhances the accuracy of posterior calculation of the
mean square displacement (MSD), which is used to evaluate
the type of particle motion and extract micromechanical
properties of samples.23 The improvement is due to reduced
mismatches and spurious tracks in the algorithm outcome,
resulting in a clearer picture of the particles trajectories.
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